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SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC USA, INC.
8001 KNIGHTDALE BLVD
KNIGHTDALE, NC 27545-9023 USA

Trademark and/or Tradename: Schneider Electric

Investigated to ANSI/UL 508

Kit for use with solid state overload relay Model(s) Class 9999, Type MRB, followed by 12 or 34

Kits for use with solid-state overload relays, "Class 9999" Model(s) A001, A002, AC04, LB. LL0, LB. LL1, PFL, RR04

Solid-state overload relays, "Class 9065" Model(s) SF, SR, SS or ST, followed by B, C, 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4, followed by 1 or 2, followed by 0, 2 or 4, followed by series designation.

SR or ST, followed by 5, 6 or 7, followed by 10 or 20, may be followed by 9.


Solid-state overload relays (current transformer powers) Model(s) SS510, SS520
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